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**********twinkling Star***********
 
I see a star wondering what is it doing
Twinkling all the night
Star light... Star bright,
The most beautiful star in the sky
Sparkled like a diamond
 
I start to make a wish upon that,
Wishing star,
My lucky star
Shining with joy, ever so brilliantly
Shinning star, shinning star
 
You are my guiding star
The bright star
The innocent star
Twinkle twinkle little star....
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***happiness***
 
Happines give me the strength,
I need
Happiness teaches us what the,
life means
A loving word and gentle kiss
It's like a sunflower; it follows,
the things you enjoy in your,
life
 
Happiness is the wey to success
Happiness never takes you down
You are my happiness
You cheer me when I am angry
 
Eliminating passion is not happiness
Happiness is
Having someone by your side to,
love
 
One thing is happiness to me
is you.
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A Friend Like You
 
Everyone should have
a friend like you
You are so much fun to be with
And you are such a good person
You crack me up with laughter
And touch my heart with your kindness
You have a wonderful ability
To know when to offer advice
And when to sit in quiet support
Time after time
You've come to my rescue
And brightend so many
Of my routine days
And time after time
I've realized how fortunate
I am that my life includes you
I really do believe that
Everybody should have a friend like you
But so far it looks like
You are one of a kind!
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A Friend Most True
 
I need to know if you’re my true friend,
will you be by my side until the end?
Can I tell you my secrets deep,
and trust them in your heart you’ll keep?
We are neither of us without our flaws,
can you accept mine as I will yours?
I’ll be a shoulder to cry on when you’re blue,
will you be there for me when I need you?
No matter how busy I will make time for you,
if you are busy will you make time for me too?
I will take your hand and comfort your tears,
will you hold me and soothe my fears?
I will give you joy and many warm smiles,
can we share that even across many miles?
I will not forget what’s important to you,
will you remember what’s important to me too?
With you my most favourite things I’ll share,
If only I know do you truly care?
If you can accept me as I do you,
then I will know you are a friend most true.
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A Rose In The Heart Of Rose
 
A Rose In The Heart Of Rose
it blooms in my heart
that rose upon me that grows,
no matter where I leave my heart
dear it loves on me to grow.
Bound up in thorns my love,
I lay on beds of them forever
waiting to grow, with you
dear, as I bend to smell, that one red rose.
 
My heart is your rose,
it climbs, and beats
when pricked, by the thorn,
to be carried up
to every rose on the bush.
My rose, your heart,
it blooms in love, each beat lifts to
crown the the heart, as the sun heats them
both, to feed each root that folds
my heart back into the rose.
Such a Rose In The Heart Of Rose
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A True Friend
 
A true friend
A true friend is the one who holds you up when you fall
A true friend is one that won't lie
A true friend is there when you call
A true friend won't care what other people think
A true friend will help you find your way
A true friend will make sure you don't sink
A true friend will help you choose your path
A true friend will know when something is wrong
A true friend has to sometimes face your wrath
A true friend makes you feel like you belong
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After Rain
 
The rain of a night and a day and a night
Stops at the light
Of this pale choked  day. The peering sun
Sees what has been done.
The road  under the trees has a border new
Of purple hue
Inside the border of bright thin grass:
For all that has
Been left by  November leaves is torn
From hazel  and  thorn
And the greater ghout the copse
No dead  leaf   drops
On grey grass, green moss, burnt-orange  fern,
At the wind's return:
The leaf lets out of the  ash tree shed
Are  thinly  spread
In the road, like little black fish, inlaid,
As if they played.
What hangs from the myriad  branches down there
So hard and  bare
And on each twig of every tree in the dell
Uncountable
Crystals both dark and bright of  the rain
That begins again.
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Alone
 
Alone I sit,
Alone I think,
Alone I experience,
Alone I cry,
Alone I reach for the knife,
Alone I cut,
Alone I watch the blood,
Alone I feel the pain.
 
Alone I sit,
Alone I think about cutting deeper,
Alone I experience my sadness,
Alone I cry my eyes out,
Alone I reach for the knife,
Alone I cut my wrists just a tiny bit deeper,
Alone I feel the pain.
 
Alone I sit,
Alone I think about slicing pictures,
Alone I experience my emptiness,
Alone I cry for all I’ve lost,
Alone I reach for the knife,
Alone I cut nice drawings for all of those who want to watch,
Alone I feel the pain.
 
Alone I sit,
Alone I think about finishing it all,
Alone I experience a new kind of numb feeling take over me,
Alone I cry for all that’s been and never will be again,
Alone I reach for the knife,
Alone I cut through the vein,
Alone I no longer feel the pain.
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Angel........
 
Angel of  love
Angel of  hate
Angel of  pain
Angel of  hope
Angel of  God
Angel of the death
Angel of  happeness
Angel of  sadness
Angel of madness
Angel gives me everthing in life as my friend
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Anger
 
anger is anger....
anger makes you scream
anger makes you hate
anger takes control
anger want let go
anger wants you to hurt
anger wants you to suffer
anger makes you mad
anger makes you cry
anger turns people against you
anger is anger...................
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Beautiness...
 
Oh beautiful one, adorned with spell
To cherrish  my world as might a sweet angel.
Oh beautiful thing, so much at ease:
Allure of caressing breeze in touch gentle.
 
Oh beautiful creature, sail me do,
As floating on seas of pacific.
You beautiful being, gracing charm
And features that render feel of deep texture.
 
Your beautiful eyes in glide supreme,
Gives such like a happiness as from heaven.
That beautiful art of face ornate,
Not ever to understate or be riven.
 
Your beautiful flame of soul,
so I conclude always
You beautiful girl forever be
My shining beauty; my guide; my stairway.
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Birth And Death
 
Death is certain for birth.
Is birth certain for death?
Post-birth is pre-death.
It is like go around and return.
Post-death is pre-birth.
It is like stay and remain.
Birth and death is better
Than no birth at all.......
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Freedom
 
Now heaven be thanked, I am out of love again!
I have been long a slave, and now am free;
I have been tortured, and am eased of pain;
I have been blind, and now my eyes can see;
I have been lost, and now my way lies plain;
I have been caged, and now i hold the key;
I have been mad, and now at last am sane;
I am wholly I that was but half of me.
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If It's Love
 
If it's love then my teeth are clean for a change
If it's love then that's why I am feeling so strange
If it's love
Then I need it forever
Like the beats that keep time in my heart
If it's love
Then I fall like a feather
I'm an egg in the teeth of a shark
If it's love I'm inspired
I'm up late I'm not tired
If it's love then my world is about to spark
If it's love then my teeth are clean for a change
If it's love then that's why I'm feeling so strange
If it's love love love love love love
If it's love love love love love love
If it's love love love love love love
If it's love love love love love love
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Is Heaven Still 'Heaven' Without You
 
No touch will I receive from him
No searing lips to meet
So near we are
(and yet so, we are)   -
We passed through summer’s
heat.
And yet I still hold him dear-
Love
him  flooding-realism,
There’s nothing in this
world I fear-
but beheading
him earnest en-
thusiasm
One day, I expect it
be soon,
I’ll see him  from above,
The woman who has for me
no room
But whom I can not help
but love.
And though  he is not nearly
mine
But some other’s
husband and best friend,
I’ll long for him-
through fleet and fur-
Till ocean’s tide
Suspends.
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Is It Love?
 
What is it, holding me
Deep inside, thoughts of thee?
Is it mind, flying free,
Playing cards, tickling me?
 
Through the mist, blinded eyes,
In my heart lie no lies,
Crackling thee, fusing me,
Fire's lights deep flame me.
 
Is my mind leading light
To my heart fighting hard?
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Joy
 
I love all beautious things,
I seek  and adore them;
God hath no better praise,
And man in his hasty days
IS honoured for them.
 
I too will something make
And joy in the making;
Altho' tomorrow  it seem
Like the empty words of a dream
Remembered on waking.
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Life  Passes........
 
The flowers think they gave birth to seeds,
The shoots, they gave birth to the flowers,
And the plants, they gave birth to the shoots,
So do the seeds they gave birth to plants.
You think you gave birth to the child.
None thinks they are only entrances
For the life force that passes through.
A life is not born, it passes through.
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Life To Me
 
Life is every where
It is in you now and forever it shall stay
Life is the wind blowing sideways
Life is the winter and the summer
I am Life You are Life We are Life
I love Life and Life loves me
Life and I play beneath the midnight sun
Life and I play beneath the morning moon
Life brings me soup when I am ill
Life kisses me good night and greets me with a smile
Life is sad and it is lonely
Life is evil and Life is blunt
Life is a true friend and never lies
I am Life You are Life We are Life
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Love
 
Ah Love, Love, … Love, Love, Love, Love, Love. 
 
What is it with Love
That makes me
then breaks me?
 
When in love
Do I truly love?
 
Is it really love
Or do I think that I love?
 
Maybe I just love being in love
Or love the idea of being in love?
 
I spent my whole life chasing love.
In the end the one thing I truly love
Could just be the meir pursuit of love.
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Music
 
	 Music is mine
Music is yours
Music is round
Music is square
Music is blue
Music is green
Music is am
Music is pm
Music is happiness
Music is sadness
Music is life
Music is death
Music is the world
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My Dear Dream
 
Dream of sea,
Dream of ships,
Dream of huge ocean,
Dream of men in unifom
 
Its my dream, dream so different,
Dream so new, dream of dark sky up above,
Dream of sea so calm, dream of sea roaring,
Its my sweet dream.
 
Dream so sweet, wonderfull, special, close to my heart,
Its my sweet dream.
Dreaming to get my dreams happen.
Its my sweet dream.
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Nature
 
Nature is mighty
Nature is strong
Nature is usually always right
Nature is rarely ever wrong
Nature is beauty
Nature is moody
Nature is smart
Nature always has the greater part
Nature is blue
Nature is green
Nature is every color possibly seen
Nature is true
Nature is beaming
Nature is dreaming
Nature is in every place
Nature is always with grace
Nature is true
Nature is you
Nature is me
Nature will forever be free.
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Old Age
 
Old age never comes alone - it brings sighs
With it, and   complaining,
And now a long lack of sleep,
And, soon enough, long slumber.
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Passion
 
Passion for the stars
Passion for the ocean
A moment of passion so easily shared,
With no fear o regret.
Passion is the eagerness to wake up with the light
 
A moment of passion I'll never forget
My passion found me
And what is my passion?
Passion and lust takes my mind
 
Passion the power to love,
The speed of passion: Furios
Passion is something you see
Passion its something you are......
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Peace
 
Peace, Peace, Please,
Please, Peace, Please,
 
There’s something we should do
That’s not been done
Something we can win
That’s not been won
Something we can SHOUT OUT
To end all their brutal war games
We Want Peace
 
Case for war was fake,
Don’t let it fade
More lives can be saved
Got to be brave
Something we can shout out,
We want peace, and we want it right now
Talking is Free
 
All we want is Peace
All we need is Peace
All we ask is Peace, Please
Peace is all we want
 
All we crave is Peace
All we miss is Peace
All we lack is Peace
Peace is all we want
 
Something we can ask,
Before it’s blown
Something we can grow
Before it’s grown
Small green shoots of Peace
To educate next infancy
Believe me
 
All we want is Peace
All we crave is Peace
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All we wish is Peace, please
 
Peace is all we ask
It’s not a big task
Believe me
It’s easy.
 
All we want is Peace, All we want is Peace,
All we need is Peace, All we need is Peace.
Peace is all we want,
Peace is all we want
Peace is all we need,
Peace is all we need………………
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Peace To The World....
 
Peace to the world
Like a flower in the sky
Peace
Peace-overcoming evil with good be
Peace
 
Give me peace I won't cry anymore
White dove symbol of peace
Peace can be found deep down in the heart
Peace in the winds that sleep upon the deep
 
I want peace
Peace in my personal space
I want peace in my feelings
Cloth me in white
The color of peace....
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Rainbow
 
	 Rainbow, Rainbow
that was her nickname.
A name she had obtained,
for all the colors she'd appreciate.
Rainbow, Rainbow
that was her calling
to come out in style to show the worlds vibrant.
Rainbow, Rainbow
they laughed at her colors
said she was different
not normal like others.
Rainbow, Rainbow
they took her as a joke.
Just a mere girl looking for attention you know?
Rainbow, Rainbow
lover of rain
not a care in the world of what other people say.
Rainbow, Rainbow
she started too change
The world saw her brightly
now shes all black and grey.
Rainbow, Rainbow
why goes this way.
We've all secretly loved you.
So why not stay the same!
Rainbow, Rainbow
you bring us joy
You shed light too our day.
So go back to your ways
Rainbow, Rainbow
we appreciate your love!
We see differently now
so stay who you are.
Rainbow, Rainbow!
That's who I am.
A girl of 14
who is oddly at best.
Rainbow, Rainbow!
Everyone calls me that.
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I'm just a use for you all
, but i don't mind that.
Rainbow, Rainbow
A mirror image I am.
A reflection of colors
that most people don't understand.
Rainbow, Rainbow
you called my name?
Why hello I'm here.
To shed light to your day
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Replace Tears By Cheers
 
I look into the baby’s eyes
Which are glistening like ice
Though the sparkle is nice
It needs mother’s love-device
 
Bulls’ eyes always have tears
No cow, no calf and no cheers
All my tears my mother clears
Perennial tears, if she disappears
 
The beggar’s child cries in hunger
It could not bear hunger longer
To bear hunger it is not stronger
Weeps not man the power-monger
 
A child’s fear for injection
Results in tears’ ejection
It can offer only objection
But it cannot exercise rejection
 
Joy or sorrow, tears may form
They may calm or create a storm
Everything happens as per God’s norm
Let us pray to solve every harm
 
Tears, to try, will induce
Determination, it will produce
Love to be idle, it will reduce
They are of immense use
 
When mind and heart are heated
Tears are automatically created
Through eyes they are eliminated
A soul’s position is clearly stated
 
Tears also we badly in life need
A matured life they help us lead
To wipe off tears let us plead
To our requests, may God heed
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Tears are in God’s laws compulsory
Reasons for tears may widely vary
Finding out the reasons is necessary
As watery eyes have a background story.
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School
 
School can be fun...school can be boring
school can bring friends...school can bring enemies
school can bring rules...but u can break them
school brings bullies...school brings friends
school bring work..school brings cheating
school brings beaver
school brings bonsai
school brings little people
school brings tree
School Brings Miss Smiley or little poeple(Me! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !)  
I am missing it........... a lot
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Soul...
 
The soul in me made mad on u,
i feel my love into deep
thinking aside u, thinking aside u,
keeps me think away  from the world.
The day i came to know you
made my heart deep the ocean
i want the careness of ur love
on to my strength and i want to
express the love for the peak of
ocean aside...
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The Human Life
 
A road between birth and death
Something between nothingness
A beam of joy, a cheerful mess,
Multiple choices, perfumes to taste,
Precious love, human affairs,
Absurd matters, questions to face,
Fight and struggles, and bitterness,
Riddles, puzzles, tormenting chess,
Wander, wonder, unending quest.
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You'Re Never Alone
 
You're never alone, I'm always near,
When your troubled, down or blue.
All you have to do is call me,
I'm always here for you.
 
It doesn't matter where I'm at,
It doesn't matter when.
When you need someone to talk to,
I'm here to be your friend.
 
If you need someone to hold your hand,
or a hug to say I care.
If you need a shoulder to cry on,
for you I will be there.
 
So never think you are a burden,
when the weight gets to be to much.
You might find if look hard enough,
a good friend could be the right touch.
 
You're never alone, I'm always here,
through the good times and the bad.
I'm always here to be your friend,
I don't like to see you sad.
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